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This good book , indeed worth recommending, presents in a consistent and 
orderly manner the basic results achieved during more than fi ve decades of de
velopment of t heory of finit e automata. A part of t he notions and t heorems 
considered arc (or at least ought to be) well known to every compnter pro
fessiona l: t he basics of t he automata t heory belong, namely, for years to t he 
fund amentals of any curriculum in compu ter science. Still , t his, which is best 
known, originates mainly from the earlier st ages of development of the a ntomata 
theory. On these earlier stages the automata theory was assoc ia ted primarily 
either with mathematical linguistics, understood firs t of a ll as t he theory of pro
gramming languages (phase structure grammars, translat ion methods, etc.) , or , 
in digital technology- wi th the problems of synthesis of sequential circuits . The 
subject of interest was constituted by the a utomata accepting (or not) t he finite 
sequences over some fi ni te alphabet . The majori ty of t he classical monographs 
and handbooks treating automata t heory revolved around these problem areas. 

Yet, it was a lready in the 1960s t hat the concepts appeared broadening 
significant ly the t heory of fini te state models, especially the Biichi and Miiller 
au tomata , operating over the infinite sequences , and the Rabin automata, which 
opera te over trees instead of sequences. The former allowed for the expression 
and investigation of t he properties of such obj ects (e .g. t he operating systems, 
the communication protocols, etc.), in which the valid or accepted behaviors 
have t he cha rac ter of infi nite sequences of sta tes. The lat ter found application 
in the theory of games, decision t heory, and computat ional logic. T he res11lts 
obtained were known , however , mainly within t he circle of narrower specialists 
and have not constituted the component of the fundamenta l theoretical educa
tion of the broader community of computer specia lists. 

The aut hors of t he book (one of them bearing the name of historical signifi
cance for the domain in question, suffice to mention t he Myhill-Nerode theorem) 
decided to face t he task of summarising in one book, in a unified manner , all the 
concepts, notions and t heorems mentioned, forming together t he contemporary 
automata theory. They succeeded fully, and also showed how and why these 
theoretical results contribute to the development of other fie lds of the broadly 
understood theoretical computer science (or- if you will-contemporary math
P.matir.s an d ]op·ir.) . 
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In terms of didactic value the book is exceptionally well written. It was, 
anyway, construed as a university handbook for the conduct of courses a t t he 
faculties of mathematics or computer science, a nd before publication in the 
present form of a book it had been subj ect to the acid test during the five 
year of teaching practice a t four good universities in the United States and 
New Zealand. The drive towards clarity and self-containment is well felt during 
reading. The authors do not assume at all that the reader is knowledgeable in 
algebra, logic, or other fields of modern discrete mathematics. They introduce 
in the first chapter and comment upon even the so basic notions as set , relation, 
function , part ia l order, graph, or tree. They emphasise the importance of expla
nation of the essence of induction, which is thereafter used many times over as 
the conceptual tool for proving. The new notions, appearing in the consecutive 
chapters, are being defined "on place", so that when one wishes to follow the 
reasoning, there is no need to make use of other handbooks or publica tions. At 
the same time, the lecture is mathematically precise and in each sub-chapter it 
proceeds from the definitions through the proofs of the necessary lemmas to the 
culmination in the form of the fundamental theorems and their demonstrations. 
Further- and this is quite important- each such sub-chapter starts from an in
formal comment on the purpose of analysis of a given problem. Each lemma 
follows the explanation why is it necessary, and what should we gain by proving 
it. In addition, the examples and the proposals of exercise problems to be solved 
allow for the verification of our understanding of a given fragment of reasoning. 
Consequently, the volume is an excellent handbook , treating difficult theoret
ical problems in a legible, interesting, and at the same time formally correct 
manner. 

The title of the book attracts the attention with the suggestion that there 
will also be a treatment of applications of the automata theory. A reader, 
though, who would expect practical examples-"taken from life" - may feel dis
appointed. This is first of all an excellent book on the automata theory, written 
by two highly competent theoreticians. In the entire text there are perhaps two 
examples, in which a finite automaton is not simply a certain directed graph 
labelled with symbols from the a lpha bet a, b. The first of t hem shows the se
quence of actions that has to be carried out by a monkey in order to reach a 
banana, while the second is the commonly known case from the research on con
currency (otherwise quite appalling in hygienic and esthetical terms), namely 
t he problem of five (here reduced to three, for simplicity) philosophers, gorging 
noodles from the common bowl using common chopsticks. For Khoussainov and 
Nerode the term "application" denotes the use of notions and theorems from 
the automata theory in other theories: in decision theory, in theory of games, in 
reasoning on the decidability of some types of logics, in Boolean algebrs, and so 
on. Thus, the authors show how the notions and theorems from the automata 
theory allow for the expression and demonstration of the properties of other ab
stract structures. They do not deal, however, with the ways in which all these 
int.elledn:J.l r.onstmr.ts are n~ l ated to the nractical oroblems. 
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This , though , can hardly be a reproach. First- this was exactly the assump
tion of the authors, and second- they emphasise many times over that t he theoret
ical results shown by them find application in the study of concurrency, modelling 
of program behaviour, image processing, etc. Besides, they have put together a 
(moderately broad) bibliography, to which an interested reader is referred. 

The problem remains, however. It is well known that there is nothing more 
practical tha n a good theory: from t his point of view the theory of finit e au
tomata is very "practical". Programmers and designers of hardware or of embed
ded systems use in their everyday practice programming languages, compilers, 
as well as computer-aided design or verification tools , which grew on t he basis 
of automata theory. Yet , interpretat ion of the properties of actual programs, 
circuits , or systems in t he categories of abstract notions requires defin ite intel
lectual effort and is by no means a common skill neit her among the pract itioners, 
nor among the theoreticians. None of the two sides (the theoreticians and the 
practitioners of computer science) appears to evaluate properly the role and the 
achievements of t he other one. It would certainly be good to see on the "real" 
examples, how is this done, to become convinced that th is can be done, and that 
it is worth:wh:ile. In particular , t he attempts of using a utomata theory in practice 
uncover the weaknesses and limi tations to the finite-state models, which leads, 
as a rule, to modificat ions, extensions, or new types of a utomata. Suffice to 
mention the automata with output (like , say, the Moore and Mealy automata, 
known for decades), the statecharts of Hard 's, and the UML's state diagrams, 
t he Extended Finite State Machines (EFSMs), applied in the specification of the 
communication protocols, the exquisite ideas from the domain of representation 
of automata using Binary Decision Diagrams, and the methodologies and tools 
for the verification of complex finit e-state models (e.g. symbolic model checking, 
language containment, SMV, SPIN, COSPAN,C@S, ... ). Each of these prob
lem areas represents a utomata theory in practice: in the advanced IC design, 
in the design of distributed software, in communication protocols, in embedded 
systems, etc. It also often happens so that the practical aspects motivate to seck 
support from the informal ideas, henristic solutions, simulation , in addition to , 
or even in place of a "regular" theory. That is why many of these problems still 
constitute a challenge for the theoreticians of computer science . 

The thus outlined subject domain still waits for its Khoussainov and Nerode, 
the authors who would be capable in an equally competent , consistent, and legi
ble way contain in one book the synthesis of the most important ideas and results 
(as well as problems to be solved) from the area of the real-life applications of 
an tomata theory. 

.Jer11y Miescicki 
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